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Looking behind the ‘Winner winner chicken dinner’
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ABSTRACT
In today’s world, video games have become an integral part
of our lives, even for adults. While gaming disorder is now
recognized as a disease, the literature is still not extensive
regarding various aspects of the obsessive playing of video
games. Taking the Player-Unknown’s Battlegrounds as an
example, this article provides a medical student’s perspective
on the effects of excessive playing of video games and some
positive aspects of video games, which are less talked about.
Natl Med J India 2021;34:111–13
The American novelist Ernest Cline once said, ‘To keep our
minds and bodies healthy, we have to simulate those old ways
in the midst of our modern, technological lives. Thankfully, the
technology that created this problem also gave rise to its
solution––video games.’1 Many people have embraced this
solution that Cline talks about, as is evident, if we ask ourselves
a simple question––how many people can we find in our dayto-day lives who are unaware of popular games such as PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds (PUBG)? This question has various
aspects to it that merit discussion.
First, while it may seem that a larger urban population should
be aware about these trending games, this may not be true.
According to an InMobi report, most of Indian mobile gamers
are from non-metropolitan locations, 2 possibly due to
proliferation of low-cost smartphones, causing a surge in
mobile gaming.3 In a study conducted in the USA, both the nonurban and urban populations have comparable percentage of
gamers. However, problem-gaming is more prevalent in urban
areas.4 The possible reasons can be differences in the kind of
games played because of differential access to high-speed
internet and high-end gaming computers.
Second, the number of gamers varies with age, with the
younger population being more well-informed about online
games. In a 2016 survey of 8136 Indian urban online gamers, 59%
of respondents were below 24 years of age.3 A multi-country
survey showed that gamers aged 26–35 years spent the most
time playing video games at 8.21 hours a week, followed by
18–25 years at 7.78 hours a week.5 However, when it comes to
Battle Royale games such as PUBG, people aged 18–25 years
spent the most time playing at 1.47 hours a week. This average
gaming time decreased with increasing age.5 In another survey
conducted by Jana on its mCent browser app in December 2018,
nearly 62% of the 1047 Indian respondents played PUBG.6 The
demographics of the responders, while may be subject to
voluntary bias, is interesting because 92.1% were men and
83.1% were in the age group of 16–24 years, which differs from
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the InMobi report data where 43% of all mobile gamers were
women.2 This corroborates with previous studies that show
male gamers in India are more involved in games of the action
genre compared to their female counterparts.3
Next, we may ask whether gamers are aware of the effects of
excessive playing of these games? In my personal experience,
when asked this question, many people say that they know the
detrimental effects of overindulging in these recreations. In
spite of this, a good number of people play these games to the
point where it starts affecting their lives negatively. This brings
us to what is called gaming disorder. The definition according
to the International Classification of Diseases-11 (ICD-11) can
be interpreted as an uncontrolled gaming behaviour where the
person gives more importance to gaming than other activities
despite the negative consequences.7 There is considerable
impairment of personal, family, social, educational, occupational
and other areas of functioning.
Uncontrollable urges despite the negative effects is also a
feature of substance abuse. Many experts believe that gaming
addiction results in reward-motivated behaviour—dopamine is
released, thus stimulating the brain’s reward centres, similar to
what happens in drug addicts. However, others believe that
‘pathologizing’ it is wrong and can lead to social stigma about
gaming.8 This disorder needs to be studied properly, and much
work has not been done, though we know enough to state that
changes occur in the neurobiology of a person with gaming
disorder; this has been validated by studies that suggest that
compared to healthy controls, gaming addicts have poorer
emotional control and have difficulty with cognition, memory
(particularly working memory), and seeing and hearing, apart
from the defect in their neuronal reward system.9 Gaming disorder
has been associated with anxiety, isolation and depression,10
obesity, sleeping disorders and stress, all classical symptoms
of addiction.11 Gaming addiction akin to gambling addiction is
a behavioural addiction.11 Genetic predisposition to gaming
disorder has not been studied extensively, but other behavioural
addictions and substance addictions have been shown to have
common genetic variations.12
A person who constantly thinks about a game would not be
able to concentrate and perform to their full potential. For a
student, this can mean performing poorly in the examinations
and for a medical student, it can even mean decreased quality
of patient care. Addiction often leads to the person not taking
care of their own health, which again can directly affect the
person’s work.
Going back to the example of PUBG, there is a feature wherein
a gamer can chat online with another player, who may be a total
stranger with whom the gamer would never meet in real life. This
leads to an uninhibited conversation that in many cases involves
the use of cuss words. The profanity can psychologically affect
the person.13 Such conversations can also entertain prejudices
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leading to xenophobia, sexism and homophobia.14,15 These
games may also desensitize gamers to violence, homicide and
looting. Online chats within games have increased the incidence
of online harassment, which is a cyber-crime.14–16
Once, my friend was playing PUBG and because of a mistake
that he made while playing, another player started cussing him
and passed lewd comments that hurt him so much that he
stopped playing the game. Such behaviour is unacceptable as
no one should hurt anyone in this manner. Unfortunately, such
incidents are widespread. In a study by Anti-Defamation League
on 1045 respondents of 18–45 years, 65% of online video
gamers have faced physical threats, stalking and sustained
harassment.15 PUBG was one of the top five games where
respondents faced the most harassment, with 75% of the
gamers saying that they experienced some form of harassment.
Rules of conduct have been laid down by the PUBG
Corporation that have defined misconduct in gaming and the
punishment for such practices, which includes permanent ban
from playing the game.17 According to this policy effective from
6 May 2020, action would be taken for racial or sexual
discrimination, inappropriate nicknaming, online stalking using
the game, and unauthorized sharing of another’s personal
information. It remains to be seen how effective this policy
would be in improving the gaming experience.
While no one can deny the harmful effects of excessive
playing of online video games and their addictive potential,
there is another aspect of this story that is less discussed. We
often miss the point that not every gamer suffers from gaming
disorder. Through the ages, there have been moral panics about
things that have caused drastic societal changes and now video
games have come into negative light in the same way.18 These
have been scrutinized by stakeholders and policy-makers and
their negative effects have been overly publicized though the
research done is unbalanced and focuses more on the negative
effects than positive ones. Most of the studies in gamers focus
on psychological methods to analyse behavioural changes
such as increased aggression or release of repressed aggression.19,20 As noted by Chhina,21 all these studies ignore the
broader cultural context of the video games in India and its
relevance in a person’s life.
If we can decrease problem gaming and appreciate the full
potential of video games, these can be effective tools for
learning because one can see how gamers effortlessly learn
details related to the virtual world of the game.18 From a medical
perspective, video games have been designed to increase
disease knowledge and medical adherence in patients, for pain
management, smoking cessation, cognitive behavioural therapy
for depression, and they may improve cognitive functions.18,22
To give an example, in a study, a test group of patients with
Parkinson disease, who were made to play Xbox-based exercise
games showed more improvement than controls.23 Another
example is a video game for children with juvenile diabetes that
models the actions that are needed for the child’s health and
inculcating health-seeking behaviour. 24 However, these
applications have not received widespread acceptance.
The Government of Gujarat banned PUBG in 2020 and some
people were arrested because they were found playing PUBG
in public.25 A short Google search reveals that this act of
banning games is a common practice by governments and
various games are banned in various countries. The most
common reasons cited relate to violence, cultural defamation
and inappropriate gameplay. In the case of the PUBG ban in
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Gujarat, which is the first of its kind in India, the state department
cited increased violence in the youth. While compulsive playing
of games and the effects of gaming disorder is a serious public
health issue, the government should not act based on anecdotal
evidence. There are insufficient data to either support or oppose
the ban. While there is some evidence to suggest that some
kinds of games can increase aggression,19,20 studies should be
done on the specific game in question before we can say
anything because some games can also help decrease stress,
increase self-esteem and leadership in gamers.26,27 Addiction to
these games is often due to peer pressure,3 and some people
would probably abstain from playing it after this ban, but this
might also lead to an increase in piracy and illegal gaming.
Hence, the effectiveness of such bans remains doubtful. Gambling
restrictions have shown that governmental interventions can
increase problem gambling if not accompanied by laying down
the infrastructure for social responsibility.28
I believe it is the duty of the people playing the game to be
responsible gamers. At the same time, there should be organized
efforts by game operators in decreasing problem gaming by
providing proper customer care for problem gamers and referral
services.29 While in gambling, social responsibility has become
important with proper guidelines by organizations such as the
American Gaming Association,30 proper guidelines are absent
for online gaming, except rules of conduct by some game
developers.17 Legally binding codes of conduct for social
responsibility should be established for both game developers
and players which, if implemented, can reduce future needs for
governmental interventions. Parents and teachers should also
be made aware of gaming disorder and sensitized signals that
indicate whether the child is becoming addicted to games.
Since video games have been found to alter neural pathways
in a variety of ways,31 and it is a field that requires more research,
we do not know the entire spectrum of changes that can occur
in the individual. There may be different effects depending on
the type of games, target populations (e.g. healthy versus
developmentally impaired) or the parameter being considered
(better executive functions versus social skills). All these merit
research with proper control groups and replicability in large
populations. Rigorous scientific assessment should be done of
games for both positive and negative effects, and developers
should be transparent about such studies. The online gaming
market in India is increasing at a rapid rate,3 and it is bound to
affect the Indian society in various ways and this opens up huge
opportunities for research in this area, particularly in the Indian
context.
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